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ABSTRACT: Zone annealing, a directional crystallization technique
originally used for the purification of semiconductors, is applied here
to crystalline polymers. Tight control over the final lamellar
orientation and thickness of semicrystalline polymers can be obtained
by directionally solidifying the material under optimal conditions. It
has previously been postulated by Lovinger and Gryte that, at steady
state, the crystal growth rate of a polymer undergoing zone annealing
is equal to the velocity at which the sample is drawn through the
temperature gradient. These researchers further implied that
directional crystallization only occurs below a critical velocity,
when crystal growth rate dominates over nucleation. Here, we perform an analysis of small-angle X-ray scattering, differential
scanning calorimetry, and cross-polarized optical microscopy of zone-annealed poly(ethylene oxide) to examine these conjectures.
Our long period data validate the steady-state ansatz, while an analysis of Herman’s orientation function confirms the existence of a
transitional region around a critical velocity, vcrit, where there is a coexistence of oriented and isotropic domains. Below vcrit,
directional crystallization is achieved, while above vcrit, the mechanism more closely resembles that of conventional isotropic
isothermal crystallization.
A promising technique that has found extensive use insemiconductor processing is zone annealing (ZA). In this
methodology, a sample is subjected to a moving temperature
gradient that induces melting, followed by the directional
solidification of the material and the accompanying segregation
of impurities to the sample extremities. Metallurgists have
extensively utilized ZA to produce very pure semiconduc-
tors.1,2 The directional morphology induced by the crystal
front results in anisotropic properties, which have been
exploited in applications. These concepts associated with ZA
have been applied to both amorphous block copolymer3−8 and
semicrystalline polymer systems.9−17
Nearly 50 years ago, Lovinger and Gryte (L&G) were one of
the first to have applied ZA to polymers using semicrystalline
poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO);9,10,18 this technique was later
applied to isotactic polypropylene,11 even−even polya-
mides,12,13 and poly(vinylidene fluoride).14 L&G postulated
that the effective directional crystallization of polymers only
occurs when the crystal growth rate, G, exceeds the nucleation
rate, N. In other situations, when the nucleation rate is high,
the sample typically crystallizes isotropically due to radial
growth around the large number of primary nuclei. The
question, then, is what determines the G and N and the
conditions under which directional crystallization occurs. From
in situ microscopy during ZA, L&G confirmed that the solid−
melt interface remained stationary in a moving frame of
reference.19 This allowed them to propose that under steady-
state conditions the growth rate, G, must equal the rate at
which the heat source moves relative to the sample. This
conjecture of steady-state operation, while logical, has not been
proven to date. Further, this ansatz implies that the translation
rate can be used to map the ZA protocol onto an effective
isothermal crystallization process with the same G. We term
this effective isothermal crystallization temperature, which has
the same G, as Tc,eff. From this effective isothermal
crystallization temperature, the nucleation rate per unit volume




c,eff , where N(T) is the
instantaneous nucleation rate at temperature T. This past work
raises two questions that are assumed to be correct but are
unproven: (i) How reasonable is it to map the ZA protocol
onto an isothermal crystallization process at Tc,eff? (ii) How do
we locate the transition from isotropic to directional growth as
the velocity of the moving source is varied systematically? In
this work, we address these two underpinning questions by
conducting detailed studies of PEO crystallized in the presence
of a moving heat source.
The ZA setup was modeled after the design of Singh et al.6
The temperature gradient was generated by sandwiching a hot
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resistance wire between two water-chilled cold plates (Figure
1A) at 34 °C. This produces a peak temperature of 115 °C.
The maximum gradient, dT/dx, was 8 °C/mm. This gradient
produced a molten zone at its maximum of approximately 35%
of the sample length (Figure 1B), while laterally the
temperature remained relatively constant with minor edge
Figure 1. (A) Zone-annealing setup (AutoDesk Inventor rendering). (B) Temperature gradient profile on a sample holder. (C) Cross-polarized
optical microscopy of zone-annealed PEO and a schematic of the proposed mechanism of crystallization. Scale bars are 100 μm. (D) Isothermal
crystal growth rate data from polarized light optical microscopy20 and Lauritzen−Hoffman analysis.
Figure 2. SAXS data obtained on crystallized PEO samples employing the ZA method described in Figure 1. (A) Representative 2D scattering
pattern (vZA = 0.05 μm/s) showing wedge integration of 25° centered on the angle of maximum intensity and (B) 25° centered orthogonal to the
angle of maximum intensity. (C) Representative Lorentz-corrected SAXS profiles for wedge integration around angle of maximum intensity and
(D) orthogonal to the angle of maximum intensity. (E) Corresponding correlation functions for angle of maximum intensity and (F) orthogonal to
angle of maximum intensity.
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effects. The sample holder was translated at a constant velocity,
vZA, over this heat source. PEO (Mw = 100 kg/mol, Mw/Mn ∼
4) was used in our experiments. The samples were unconfined
rectangular films between two quartz slides such that they
could undergo changes in the lateral and pulling directions, but
there was no appreciable change in sample geometry after ZA.
The detailed protocol for ZA is in the SI.
The isothermal crystal growth rates of PEO were determined
by tracking the rate of spherulitic growth using cross-polarized
optical microscopy (CPOM). In particular, we used the
published data of Jimenez et al.20 for a variety of PEO systems.
To compare to ZA samples, these growth rates were fit to
L a u r i t z e n − H o ff m a n t h e o r y : 2 1
= − −*− Δ∞( ) ( )G G exp expUR T T
K
T f T0 ( )c
g
c
where G0 is a preexpo-
nential constant; U* is an activation energy characteristic of
the transport of polymer segments across the melt-crystal front
(6280 J mol−1); R is the gas constant (8.314 J mol−1 K−1); T∞
is Tg − 30 (178.15 K); Tg is the glass transition temperature;






that corrects for the temperature dependence of the
heat of fusion; ΔT = Tm0 − Tc; and Tm0 is the equilibrium
melting temperature (352.15 K).22 For simplicity, all
parameters were assumed to be constant except for Tc, ΔT,
Kg, and f. A linear fit of ln(G) vs ΔT f T
1
c
was used to interpolate
the G vs Tc data. These data provide the Tc,eff corresponding to
each growth rate, G, assuming that the L&G ansatz works (see
Figure 1D). However, it is unclear if the other structural
characteristics of the ZA samples (i.e., long period, crystallinity,
crystal thickness) also map to the isothermally crystallized
samples. That is, we ask if a ZA sample takes on the same
crystalline properties as a sample isothermally crystallized at
Tc,eff or not.
To this end, we characterize samples processed with these
two techniques with differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)
and small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS). Before obtaining
structural parameters, note that ZA samples are anisotropic
scatterers, so that performing a full azimuthal integration of the
2D SAXS patterns is inappropriate (see Figure 2A for the
scattering pattern of a sample crystallized at vZA = 0.05 μm/s).
To address this anisotropy, a wedge integration of 25°
centered on the angle of maximum intensity (Figure 2A)
was used. The corresponding orthogonal wedge integration
(Figure 2B) was also performed to delineate the visually clear
anisotropy in the scattering patterns. The Lorentz-corrected
scattering profiles for the maximum intensity and orthogonal
wedge integrations are presented in Figures 2C and 2D,
respectively.
The first-order scattering peak in Figure 2C was fit to extract
the peak scattering vector, q*, from which the long period, L,
was calculated as = π*L q
2 . The same procedure was used for
the 2D patterns from the isothermal experiments, except that
the full azimuthal average was used due to the isotropic
scattering. Figure 3A illustrates the long period from SAXS for
the ZA (blue) and isothermally (orange symbols) crystallized
PEO. It is immediately clear that above Tc,eff ≈ 54 °C, the long
periods for both ZA and isothermal crystallization virtually
coincide. Thus, at this level, the equivalence between an
effective isothermal temperature and the ZA velocity, vZA,
holds. Below Tc,eff ≈ 54 °C, this equivalence breaks down,
which possibly indicates that somewhere in this range is a
critical velocity, vcrit, above which the directional process is no
longer equivalent to the corresponding isothermal crystal-
lization process. Again, this was previously postulated by
L&G;9 the phenomenon of a critical velocity has also been
reported for directional crystallization of nickel and cop-
per.23,24
The bulk crystalline fraction is measured via DSC. The
integral under the heat flow curve during the first heating cycle
provides the enthalpy of fusion, which when normalized by the
enthalpy for 100% crystalline PEO (205.4 J/g)25 yields φc,w,
the crystal weight fraction.20 The crystal volume fraction, φc,v,
is then obtained from the relation26 φ =
φ
φ ρ ρ φ+ −c,v ( / )(1 )
c,w
c,w c a c,w
,
where ρc and ρa are the crystalline
27 and amorphous28
densities, respectively. It should be noted that the ZA samples
were cooled to room temperature before heating in the DSC.
The heating scans included crystals formed during the cooling
process, while the isothermal samples were heated in the DSC
directly from Tc. Therefore, the heating scans included crystals
formed at that temperature only. Additionally, errors in the
determination of the crystalline fraction are typically in the
10−15% range. These factors contribute to the fact that the
Figure 3. (A) Long period, with = π*L q
2 , from Lorentz-corrected profiles for zone annealing (blue) and isothermally crystallized samples (orange);
the position of the first maximum for the correlation function derived from the zone annealing samples (red) is also plotted. (B) Bulk crystalline








from the correlation function for zone annealing (red). r0 is the
position where the correlation function first crosses zero. (C) Lamellar thickness, calculated as L × φc,v, from the Lorentz-corrected profiles and
DSC (blue) and L × wc from the correlation function for zone annealing (red).
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φc,v values are not comparable across the crystallization
methods. We therefore only present the zone annealing φc,v
in Figure 3B (blue); the full data set is shown in the SI. The
crystal lamellar thickness follows naturally as l = L*φc,v; these
values are plotted in blue for ZA in Figure 3C.
To independently verify the structural parameters from
SAXS and DSC, the correlation function for each scattering
profile was calculated and analyzed. This procedure was
originally published by Strobl and Schneider29 and later used
by other researchers30−32 (details can be found in the SI). In
short, the long period, linear crystallinity, and crystal thickness
can be extracted under the assumption of a periodic, two-phase
model. Representative correlation function profiles for each
vZA, calculated from the wedge integration centered on the
angle of maximum intensity, are shown in Figure 2E. The
corresponding correlation function profiles for the orthogonal
integrations are presented in Figure 2F.
The calculation of the correlation function typically requires
extrapolation of the intensity data to both q = 0 and q → ∞.
Throughout our analysis, it was found that only the invariant
was affected significantly by incorporating the extrapolated
data into the integral; the structural parameters studied here
were not affected appreciably. However, for completeness, the
extrapolation to both extremes was performed (see SI).
The structural parameters extracted from SAXS, DSC, and
the correlation function analysis are listed in Table 1 and
shown in Figure 3.33 These structural parameters are
consistent between the analysis methods, thus validating the
two methods employed. The deviation of the lamellar
thickness for the fastest vZA (lowest Tc,eff) can be explained
by the DSC crystallinity being a bulk measurement, while the
correlation function linear crystallinity is a localized value for a
region of the sample with high anisotropy. We speculate that
this might reflect the fact that isotropic (maybe nonisothermal)
crystallization processes are competing with the directional
crystallization process at the fastest vZA.
Given that we probed velocities around vcrit, it is instruc-
tional to examine the scattering anisotropy as in Figure 2A to
further elucidate the characteristics of this critical velocity.
Parenthetically, we note that the X-ray spot sizes here are 200
μm. The intensities as a function of the azimuthal angle ϕ are
plotted in Figure 4A. The extent of anisotropy is quantified
using Herman’s orientation function, which is the ensemble
average of the second Legendre polynomia l : 34
= ϕ⟨ ⟩ −fH
3 cos ( ) 1
2
2
where ϕ⟨ ⟩ =
∫
∫














Note that we carry out the integration to 180° instead of
90° due to the 2-fold symmetry of our SAXS patterns. The
Table 1. Structural Parameters from SAXS and DSC of ZA Samples
vZA [μm/s] 0.05 0.09 0.21 0.39 0.78
Tc,eff [°C] 57.3 56.5 55.4 54.4 53.1
L [nm]a 35.0 ± 0.7 32.2 ± 0.8 30.3 ± 0.3 28.7 ± 1.1 29.5 ± 0.8
L [nm]b 35.5 ± 0.9 32.4 ± 1.4 30.8 ± 0.7 29.1 ± 1.0 28.6 ± 0.6
φc,v
c 0.81 ± 0.03 0.79 ± 0.01 0.78 ± 0.02 0.79 ± 0.02
wc
b 0.81 ± 0.01 0.80 ± 0.01 0.78 ± 0.01 0.75 ± 0.02 0.70 ± 0.01
lc
a,c 26.0 ± 1.1 23.9 ± 0.5 22.5 ± 1.1 23.3 ± 0.8
lc
b 28.8 ± 0.8 26.0 ± 1.2 24.0 ± 0.6 21.9 ± 0.9 20.0 ± 0.5
aFrom Lorentz-corrected scattering profiles bFrom the correlation function cFrom DSC.
Figure 4. (A) Representative intensity profiles as a function of azimuthal angle, ϕ, for all probed vZA. ϕ = 0° corresponds to the pulling direction.
(B) Average Herman’s orientation function for zone-annealed PEO as a function of Tc,eff. (C) Normalized distributions of Herman’s orientation
function measured across the area of the sample.
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reference angle in our system, ϕ = 0°, is chosen to be the
direction associated with vZA. When fH = 0, the scatterers are
isotropically distributed; when fH = 1, the intensity is purely
along the reference ZA direction; and when fH = −0.5, the
intensity is solely perpendicular to the reference angle direction
(see SI for calculations of f H for these extremes). Values in
between these extremes indicate intermediate orientation. For
each vZA, 42−87 scattering patterns on different spots were
collected over 2−4 samples, and f H was calculated for each
spot. The average f H for each vZA is plotted in Figure 4B; the
normalized distributions of fH for each vZA are presented in
Figure 4C. For the fastest vZA, i.e., for the lowest Tc,eff, the fH is
zero, within error, indicating that the lamellae have no
statistical preference in their direction of crystallization relative
to the ZA direction. This again confirms that the polymer
chains are crystallizing isotropically at this vZA. The uniform
distribution of f H about zero for this fastest vZA further proves
this point.
Moving to slower vZA (i.e., higher Tc,eff), the distribution
shifts to more negative values, indicating that the crystal
correlations are perpendicular to the pulling direction; this can
be seen in the 2D pattern in Figure 2A and in the additional
SAXS patterns provided in the SI. At vZA = 0.39 μm/s, there
are two populations of fH: one is effectively isotropic ( f H = 0),
and the other is directional ( f H < 0). This is the critical
velocity, vcrit, below which fH shifts primarily to negative values.
Before concluding, it is appropriate to compare this protocol
with another one which results in oriented morphologies, i.e.,
flow-induced crystallization. In the latter case, it is now well-
established that flow-induced precursors, e.g., those created by
the orientation of long chains, lead to directed crystallization.35
As expected, these phenomena manifest themselves at large
flow rates where long chains themselves orient. Our results are
opposite in spirit, namely, that directed crystallization
preferentially occurs at low velocities; in contrast, large
velocities yield isotropic orientations (Figure 4). We estimate
the time scale for the flow to convect a chain its own size to be
τ ∼ b N v/flow , where N is the chain length and b is the Kuhn
length of the chains in question. For the chain lengths used and
the critical velocity, this corresponds to τflow ∼ 0.1 s. This is
comparable to the relaxation time of the chains at a
temperature of 373 K obtained from the rheological crossover
of G′ and G′′, the storage and loss moduli of the viscoelastic
response, respectively (unpublished data from our laboratory).
So, for smaller velocities, the chains are able to fully relax, and
thus they are not likely to be distorted by the flow. Indeed, the
chain orientation that is deduced based on our results
(schematic Figure 1C), i.e., normal to the velocity (or
temperature gradient) direction, clearly argues against any
flow-induced chain orientation effects. An analogous case, that
of transcrystallization, also originates from molecularly
oriented precursors, typically fibrillar fillers which template
the polymer matrix.36 Thus, some other mechanism must be
operative, and we believe that the L&G conjecture that the
dominance of crystal growth over nucleation, accompanied by
the presence of a temperature gradient, plays a central role in
the orientation obtained.
In this work, we have established the validity of the steady-
state conjecture for the zone crystallization of polymers,
allowing direct mapping of the structural parameters of ZA
samples to isothermally crystallized ones. We also verify the
existence of a critical velocity, vcrit, which delineates the
transition between nominally oriented crystals and isotropic
crystals, from the distributions of Herman’s orientation
function. Taken in conjunction, these discoveries should
allow us to exert greater control over the final lamellar
orientation and crystal thickness of semicrystalline polymers.
Mechanistically, below vcrit, the b-axis of the polymer chain
orients preferentially along the pulling direction (Figure 1C),
while above vcrit, this order is absent. This transition is not
abrupt since intermediate velocities show the coexistence of
order and disorder. These data provide evidence for the
validity of previously proposed directional crystallization
mechanisms of Asano et al. for crystallization of polyethylene
under a moving temperature gradient,15 as well as L&G for
poly(ethylene oxide).10 Finally, although not discussed
extensively, we find that the geometry of the sample (confined
in a tube vs unconfined film) does not impact the mechanism.
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